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1. Introduction 
We consider an elliptic diffusion (X,),,o on ~d, d i> 2, with generator 
+ b,o,, (1.1) L=½ X a,j 0 U 
i,j i 
where the coefficients aU, bi are bounded Lipschitz functions and the matrix a is 
uniformly elliptic. 
For K a compact set of R d, we introduce the Wiener sausage 
K W,.,.,= [._3 Xu +el(, (1.2) 
s~u~t  "o 
and 
W,.,., = [..3 B~(X,,, e), (1.3) 
where Be (y, e) is the ball of radius e, for the Riemannian distance associated with 
a ( . )  = a- ' ( - ) .  
We study the asymptotic behaviour of 
and 
" (1.4) 
(1.5) 
with S(e)=e 2-a, d>~3, Log l /e, d=2,  and /~(.) a measure on which we make 
assumptions we will discuss below. 
Such types of questions were initiated in Spitzer [21], for Brownian motion in 
R 3 and /z the Lebesgue measure. Kesten, Spitzer and Whitman, see Spitzer [22, 
p. 40], obtained the convergence of (1.3), for d ~> 3, in every L p, p ~> 1, to c(K)(t  - s), 
c (K) being the capacity of K relative to ½A and, for d = 2, to ,r (t - s) for K nonpolar. 
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More recently, the case of K = B(0, 1), a Euclidean ball,/.r(dy) = V(y) dy, V(. ) 
a continuous bounded function, and Brownian motion in R a, d I> 2, appears in Le 
Gall [13], where L p convergences are derived. Weinryb [25] considers the situation 
of Brownian motion in R 3, and studies for F a closed set of R 3, the L 2 limit of 
S(e) tx (U~t ,x ,~ B(Xs, e)), for a measure/~ supported on F. 
Tubular neighborhoods (as in (1.3)) of Brownian motion on a Riemannian 
manifold and/z (.) the Riemannian volume are considered in Chavel and Feldman 
[3], [4] (see also [5]), where convergence in probability (and L 2 convergence for 
compact manifolds) is obtained. 
Here we obtain uniform bounds involving exponential moments 
E~[exp aS(e)l~(W~.r)] (1.6) 
with ¢z having a bounded density V with respect o lebesgue measure (see Theorem 
4.2, Corollary 5.3). We also show that 
sup S(e)p . (W~, , ) -  c(X,) V(Xs) ds , in every L p, (1.7) 
O<~s<~t<~T I " , 
where C(Xo) is the capacity of K computed with respect o the Green function 
corresponding to½a~j(xo)a~, for d I> 3, and "rrx/det a(xo) if K is not polar, 0 otherwise, 
when d = 2. 
For W,,,., one obtains similar 
(d /2 -  1)todx/det a(x), when d I> 
results, with now c(x)= ~rVdet a(x), when d =2, 
3, rod being the (d -  1) dimensional volume of the 
unit sphere in R d. (When/z(dy) =x/det a (y )dy  the Riemannian volume, the limit 
is const.(t - s), the constant being then same as for d-dimensional Brownian motion, 
see also Chavel and Feldman [3, 4]). With some supplementary smoothness assump- 
tions on the coefficients, we have the analogue of (1.7) for measures /.~ having 
(roughly speaking) bounded continuous A-potentials A I> Ao> 0, and f'o V(Xs) ds is 
then replaced by A~ the additive functional associated with/~. 
To prove these results we obtain estimates and study the limiting behaviour of 
quantities uch as 
S(e)"Ex[ Tyl+~r ~ . . . <~ Tyn+~r <~ t] (Yi distinct). (1.8) 
We show that this expression converges to 
So c(yl) " " c(y~)p~,(x, yl) . . . P~,-sn_,(Y,,-1, Y~) d$1'' '  ds., 
<Sl<..'<$n<t 
(1.9) 
where pt(x, y) is the density of Px[Xt ~ dy] with respect o dy. For related estimates 
see Papanicolaou and Varadhan [18], Le Gall [13], Chavel-Feldman [3, 4]. These 
results are connected to the point interaction expansion in Ozawa [17], and in that 
sense, except for the fact that we do not have a scaling property nor an explicit 
formula for the Greens function, our method is near to that of Papanicolaou and 
Varadhan [18] for Brownian motion in R 3 and n = 1. 
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We give a classical application (see Kac [11], Rauch and Taylor [19]), of results 
like (1.7) to absorption problems at randomly thrown small sets. There exists a huge 
literature on this subject, and we refer the reader to Cioranescu and Murat [6], Del 
Grosso, Figari and Orlandi [7], Ozawa [17], Papanicolaou and Varadhan [18], 
Simon [20], Weinryb [25], this list being by no means exhaustive. Finally I wish to 
thank Professors A. Ancona and Y. Le Jan for several very instructive conversations 
concerning potential theory. 
2. Some estimates on the Greens function 
We consider in this section an elliptic second order operator on R a, d I> 2, 
Lu=½E 2 aijOou + ~, biOiu, (2.1) 
i,j i 
with coefficients aij, bi satisfying 
11¢=1 ~< E ao~i~ <~ MI~:I 2, laol <" M, Ib, I <~ M, 
M i.j (2.2) 
I a~j (x) - a~j (y)[ + Ib,(x) - b,(y)l ~< Mix - Yl. 
We denote by Pt(x, dy) the transition function associated with L, and for A > 0, by 
ga(x, y)>10, the density with respect to Lebesgue measure of the resolvent g = 
oo  
Io e-X'P~ ds. 
We also introduce the functions 
2 1 1 
~(z)--(d--2)OJd ~/deta(y ) I z -y l  a-2 ,  d>~3, et(y) 
1 
= Log [z-yl~(y). '  d = 2, (2.3) 
where or(y) = a(y) -1, 2 [x[~,(y)=txa(y)x, eR  d, and OJd is the volume of the unit 
sphere of R a, that is 2"trd/2/F(d/2). For d >t 3,/~o(Z), and ('rr~/det a(yo))-l~o(Z) for 
d = 2, is Greens function gyo(Z, Yo) associated with the operator ½~j  ag(yo)a~. With 
the help of the results in Boboc and Mustata [2], we prove the following result. 
Proposition 2.1. For A >I 1, M > O, there exists a positive decreasing continuous function 
f~(. ) on (0, +oo) such that for L satisfying (2.1), (2.2) (M fixed), we have 
ga (x, y)<~f~ (Ix - Yl) (2.4) 
(we set f~(O)=oo). Moreover, there exists C(M)  such that 
I A( Ix l )dx~ C(M) d>~3, 
d A ' 
C(M) 
<~ (1 + Log A), d=2.  (2.5) 
A 
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Proof. We will denote by C a constant >i 1 depending on M which will vary from 
place to place. We will rely on the results of Boboc and Mustata [2, p. 76-80]. One 
easily obtains that 
C C 
10,k ( z)l ,d - , ,  Io, k  (z)l ,d ,  (2.6) 
Iz Iz yl yl 
and 
1 -clz 
1 -61z 
Moreover, in 
-yl<~k~(z)-'/¢d-2)<~Clz--yl, d>~3, 
(2.7) 
-y [~exp{-kr (z )}~CIz -y  [, d=2.  
the quoted reference, using the fact that, for z # yo, 
½ E aij(Yo)O2kyo(z) =0, 
one finds that 
[Lky( z)l ~< C]z - yl '-a, (2.8) 
def C I yl~(l_d ) Oy., = ½~ aij(z)Oiky(z)Ojky(z)>~ Z--  . (2.9) 
From this one deduces that 
ILkr(z)lDY), <~ Cl z -  yl a-'. (2.10) 
Consider now a C 2 function on (0, +oo) (d I> 3), and R (d = 2), g >i 0 such that g' > 0. 
Then we have, for A > 0, 
(L -  A )g(ky(. ))(x) 
<~ D,,.x[g"(hr(x))+ D;.~lLhy(x)lg'(h,,(x))-XDT.~g(~(x))]. (2.11) 
Suppose now d >i 3. Using (2.6), (2.7), we see that 
D;.~x (L -  A )g (~( -  ))(x) <~ g"(ky(x)) + c,~(x)-~/g'(ky)) 
- C2(k~(x))-2"/g(lq,(x)) (2.12) 
with y = (d - 1)/(d -2) ,  c, = c,(M), c2 = AC(M). 
We now introduce 
-~g = g"+ ¢lx-Yg ' -  C2X-2vg, (2.13) 
provided g is a C 2 function, positive together with its derivative, and ~g <~ 0. Then 
g(ky(x)) is a super harmonic function for (L -A) .  Take f (x)  = exp{-Dxl-V}. Then 
f ' (x)=D(y-1)x-Vf>~O, 
f " (x)  = (oE(y - 1)2x-2V- y(y  - 1) Dx-V-l)f,  (2.14) 
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so that 
If  we set 
~f= (D2(y - 1)2x -2"/+ c~D(y - 1)x -2~' - c2x -2~ - Dy(y  - 1)x-'/-1)f. 
(2.15) 
D( y - 1 ) = ½(-cl + x/c 2 + 4c2), (2.16) 
(recall that c2=AC(M)), then Lef<~0, and f(ky(x)) is a (L -A)  superharmonic 
function. Now define 
~'u = u"+ clx-Vu ', h(x) = ~ ' f  (2.17) 
(with A = 1, in c2). We have h(x) = (c2 x-2~ - DT(T - 1)x-V-~)f(x) and for x >- K(M), 
h(x) < 0. Consider the truncation function 
= (K ' -  K)-I(K'- K - (x -  K)+)+, 
where K '  > K. Then qJr,(x) = 1, for x i> K, 0 for x > K' ,  and we define v to be the 
solution of 
.~'v=h(x^K)d/K,(x) and v=-f(x) for x<~K. 
The variation of constants tells us that, for x I> K, 
c, 
v'(x)=f'(K)exp (3'--1) ar 
{ C(-~(Xl-v--Sl-V)}OK'(S)ds. x exp 1) 
We can pick K'(M) near enough to K(M) so that, v'(x) > 0, v (x )>0,  LP'v<~0 on 
(K, +oo) and v ' (+oo)> 0. Thus we can find C(M)> 0, such that C(M)v(x)-~2x, 
X --> o0. 
Consider BR = {z, ky(z) I> I/R}. From Boboc and Mustata [2], we know that the 
Greens function in BR of (L -A) ,  which we denote by g~,a(X, y), is equivalent o 
ky(x) in the neighborhood of y. By the maximum principle, 
/ ) (ky (x ) )  ~ gI,R(X, Y) for every R > O, x ~ BR. (2.18) 
Now, when R goes to infinity gl,R increases to gl(x, y) and (2.18) implies that 
for A~>I, g~(x,y)<~C(M) for xe{z:kr(z)=l}. (2.19) 
Again (2.11), together with the maximum principle, tells us that, for ;t > 1, 
g,~,l(x,y)<~ w(ky(x)), xeB1, 
w(x) = exp (y_  v 1) 1-" du. (2.20) 
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(We use the obvious lower bound hy(x)I> 1 on B1). Consequently, again by the 
maximum principle, for A t> 1, 0 < r ~< 1, 
g;, (x, y) ~ C( M) + w( ky(x) , x ~ B1, 
<~(C(M)+w(1)) exp{d~,M(rV-l-ky(x)l-v)}, x~Br, (2.21) 
(dx,M is defined by (2.16)). 
If we pick r v-1 = r 1 / (d -2 )  = (dx,M V 1) -1, then 
for h>~l, g~(x,y)<~L(lx-y[), with 
f~ (u)= C(M)(1 + w(r-lv C(M)u2-d)) exp{-dx,~C(M)u}. 
(2.22) 
It is easily checked that f~ (.)  is a decreasing function and 
fn C(M) Io ° f~ (Ixl) dx ~< - -  
a r 
exp{-C(M)dx,~u}u d-1 du 
+ CM 
I~ C(M)r)v-I Id d-1 ( 1 
Ud_ 2 dr = C(M) rdd, lv t
C(M) 
+/ .2 / (d -2 ) )  _ A 
By our choice of r, and (2.16). This proves our claim for d t> 3. 
In the case d = 2 one has, instead of (2.13), the operator ~ acting on functions 
on R defined by 
~g = g"+ cl exp {-x}g'- c2 exp {-2x}g 
with cl = cl(M), c2 = Ac2(M). One picks f(x) = exp{-D e-X), so that for D defined 
by the right side of (2.16) and again f(ky(x)) is L -A  superharmonic. 
One denotes by BR the set {ky(x) > Log 1/R}, and by the same method, one finds 
for A >I 1, and x~y that gx(x,y)<~fx(Ix-yl) , where 
f~(u)=C(M) l+w Log rV u exp{-dx,MC(M)u}, (2.23) 
u 
with r. (dx.M v 1) = 1 and w(u) =So exp{cl exp -v} dv. One checks right away that 
f~ (.)  is a decreasing function and 
Ia fx(lxl) dx<-C(M------~) (l+LogA), A >~I 
n A ' 
which is our claim. [] 
3. Asymptotic behaviour for hitting probabilities of small sets 
Using the results of Section 2, we are now going to derive estimates concerning 
the hitting probabilities of small sets by elliptic diffusions, these estimates will be 
our main tool in the next section, where will obtain results on the Wiener sausage 
associated with these diffusions. 
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We suppose we are given a second order differential operator L satisfying (2.1), 
(2.2). We consider the space ( C (R+, R a ), (Ft), (Xt)t~>0, ( 0t)t 30, Px ), where (Xt),~0 
are the natural coordinates on C(R+, Rd), Px are the solutions of the martingale 
problem associated with (L, x) (see Stroock and Varadhan [24]), (Ft)t~o is the 
universal completion of the natural filtration associated with (X  t)t>--o, which is known 
to be right continuous (see Blumenthal and Getoor [8, p. 41-42]), and (0,),>~o is the 
natural shift on C(R+, Ra). 
In our situation it is known that the )t-excessive functions non constantly infinite 
coincide with the analytically defined L - ) t  positive superharmonic functions (see 
Blementhal and Getoor [1, p. 93], and R.M. Herv6 [9]), that the notions of polar 
sets coincide (Blumenthal and Getoor [1, p. 199]) and are identical with polar sets 
in the Brownian case (R.M. Herv6 [9, p. 566]). Moreover, if K is a compact set of 
R a, the function q~(x)=Ex[exp- ) tHr ] ,  where HK is the hitting time of K = 
inf{ t > 0, X, ~ K }, coincides with the (L - )t ) equilibrium potential of K (see Blumen- 
thai and Getoor [1, p. 201-202] and R.M. Herv6 [9]). 
We will adjoin to our space an independent exponentially distributed random 
variable ~- with parameter )t, and we will still keep the same notation for the enlarged 
space. 
We consider y~, K I , .  •.,  y,, K,, where Ki are compact sets and y~ ~ R a, i e [1, N]. 
We define TK,, the entrance time of K~: 
Tr, = inf{s >1 O, X~ ~ K,}. (3.1) 
We have: 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that, for i ~ [1, n], infx~r, gx (X, Yi) I> C > 0, then 
c 'Px[  TK  . . . 
<-(gx(x, y l )AC) (supgx( ' ,y2)^c)  . . . ( supgx( . ,yn)^c) .  
\ Kl \Kn - i  
(3.2) 
Proof. For simplicity let us write T1 for TK,. We have 
c"Px[Tl<~. . .<~ Tn<~ z] 
=c"Px[{T, <~" " "~ T,,-I <~ ¢} c~ { T,,_, ~< T,,} n {T,,_I + T,, o OT._, << - "r}] 
<- c"Ex[{ I"1 <~" " " ~ T._~ <~ ~')E xT _ [exp -X T.]]. 
Notice that Ex[exp -A T,] coincides with except possibly at irregular points 
of aKn. On the other hand, (1/c)(gx ( ' ,  Yn) ^  c) is a positive A superharmonic function 
larger than 1 on K,. Consequently, 
d~n( . )<~l (g~( . ,yn)^c)  and Exexp[-)tT~]<-l (g~(x,  yn)AC), X~R d. 
C C 
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Thus 
c"ex[ 7"1 T. T] 
<~c"-IEx[Tl <~" <~ T._l<- z ]x (sup ga( ' ,y . )^ c), 
Kn-I 
and (3.2) follows by induction. [] 
We now suppose that we consider distinct points Yl, 
0< e ~< 1, we are given compact sets K~ satisfying 
K~,- B(y,, eR) (R > 0 fixed). 
Denote by hz(x, y) Greens function 
2 1 
hz(x, y) - x/det a(z) 
(d - 2)toa Ix a-2, -Y  ~(z) 
1 oo s =~-~x/deta(Z)/o exp{-s - l [x -y [~(z )}  d---s, 
We introduce the following assumption: 
The capacity c~ with respect o the Greens function hy,(., 
is such that c~S(e) converges to c~, where 
S(e)  = e 2-a, d >I 3, 
= Log l /e,  d=2.  
Notice that our assumplions (3.3) already imply that the c~S(e) 
quantities• Finally we will write T7 for T~. 
Proposition 3.2. Under hypothesis (3.3), and A t> 1, 
sup S( e )"Px[ T~ <~ "• • <~ T~ <~ z] 
Moreover, there exists C ( M, R) and Co(A, M, R ), such that 
sup S(e)"Px[T~<~ • •• <~ T~,<~ z]
8~E 0 
and given A > O, there exists Xo(M,  R, A) such that for A >i Ao 
f fx (~)  dx<~[2aC(R, M)] -1. 
• • -, y, in R a and that, for 
(3.3) 
d~>3, 
d=2.  (3.4) 
• ) of the set K~-y i ,  
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
are bounded 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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Under (3.3) and (3.5) we also have 
lim S(e)nPx[ T~ <<-" • • <~ T~ <~ z] 
e--}0 
= gx (x, y~)c(y~). . ,  gx (y,,_t, yn)c(yn). (3.9) 
Proof. Let us first prove (3.7) and then (3,8). We can suppose that K~ = B(y~, eR). 
Take ;t >i 1. Then, using Theorem 4.1 in Boboc and Mustata [2], there exists 
C()t, R, M)>0,  such that ga(x,y~)>~ C(A, R, M)S(e)  on B(y~, eR), with e<~l. 
Lemma 3.1 now yields 
S(e)"Px[ T~ 4 . .  • <~ T~ <<- z] <<- C-" gA (x, Yl) (sup ga ( ' ,  Y2) ^  CS( e ) ) 
r~ 
• . . ( supg; , ( . , y , , )ACS(e) ) .  (3.10) 
K~-I 
Observe now that 
sup(gx (., Yi+,) ^  CS(e) )~sup( f~ (1"- Y,+,I) ^  CS(e)), 
r," r~ 
and for d(y~, y~+~) >I2eR this is inferior to f~ (lY, -y,+d/2). If d(y~, y~+~) <~ 2eR it is 
inferior to CS(e) <~ infs¢r,,~R)fA (1" -- Y~+d) <~f~ (lY~ -- Y,+d/2). This bound together with 
(3.10) yields (3.7). 
To prove (3.8) observe that formula (3.4) implies the existence of K(M,  R)> 0 
such that 
inf hy,(x,y , )>~K(M,R)S(e) ,  e<~l. 
B(yi, eR) 
By Proposition 2.1, we can find ;to(M, R, A) such that 
d f  x [ I dye< 4A 
By Theorem 4.1 of Boboc and Mustata [2] (and our bounds of Section 2), we know 
that ga (x, y) - hy (x, y) when x tends to y, uniformly (A fixed) in the class of operators 
L satisying (2.1), (2.2), M fixed. So there exists e0()t, M, R) such that on x ~ B(y, eR), 
for e <~ Co, 
g~ (x, y)~½h,(x,  y)>~½K(M, R)S(e) .  (3.11) 
Now the same method as previously ields (3.8) with C(M, R) = 2K(M,  R) -1. Let 
us next prove (3.9). We are first going to show that for n >~ 1: 
Cn=-S(e)nPx[T~ <~" " "<~ T~, <<- T] 
A e + S(e)nEx[l(T~ <~... <~ T~,_~ <~ ~')¢r~'(Xr~-l)] (3.12) 
tends to zero when e goes to zero. 
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When e is small enough, T~_~ K~ and 
C. = S(e)"Ex[I{T~ <~" . .<~ T~_~ <- r} 
• I{T~ < T~_1}. {T~ o Or:_,+ T~_I <~ r}] 
which by (3.10) is inferior to 
<~ C(A, R, M)fx ( lY"- '2Y"')  S(e)"-~Px[{T~<~"'<~T:_,<~ r} 
n { T,~ < T~_~}] 
which goes to zero by (3.7). 
Now consider the numbers c~, i~  < i ~< n defined by (3.5). Let us show how we 
prove (3.9), once we know that for 1 <~ i <~ n, 
lim sup IS(e)qb~.,(x)-g~(y,_~,y,)c~S(e)]=O (3.13) 
e-~0 X6B(Yi_l, Re) 
(with the convention yo=x). For simplicity we write c~S(e)=d~.  Define, for 
l<~k<~n, 
Dk = S(e)k -~Ex[ l (T  ~<~" " <~ r~_~ <~ "r) 
• (S(e)6~r~(Xr?~_~)--g~(yk_~,yk)d~k)]. (3.14) 
Then by (3.13) and (3.7), lim~_~o Dk = O. 
Next define Hk = Dk "Ck ,  1 <~ k <~ N. We have: 
H. + H,_,g~ (yn_,, y . )d~ +"  "+ Hk 
n--1 
+ II (yp, 
p~O 
which converges to zero and is equal to 
n--1 
11 
p~k 
gx (Yp, yp+l)d~+t " • • 
n-- I  
S(e)"Ex[(T~ <~" "<~ T~. <~ ~')]- I-I gx(Y,,Y,+~)d,~+~. 
0 
If we now apply hypotheses (3.5), we find (3.9). Let us consequently prove (3.13). 
We have (see R.M. Herv6 [9], p. 481]), ~ ~br,.(x) = J gx (x, y)/z, (dy), where/x~(dy) is 
the A-equilibrium measure of K~, which is supported by KT. Now Theorem 4.1 of 
Boboc and Mustata [2], implies that given .7 ~ (0, ½), we can choose eo > 0 such that 
( 1 - '7 ) hy (x, y) <~ g~ (x, y) ~< (1 + 7/)hy(x, y), (3.15) 
for x, y distinct in B(yi, Reo). This implies by inspection of y ~ by(-, • ) that we can 
find el > 0 such that 
( 1 - 2*7 ) hy, (x, y) <~ gx (x, y) ~< (1 + 2*7/) hy, (x, y) (3.16) 
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for distinct x, y ~ B(yi, Rel). Integrating (3.16), for e ~< el, with respect o ft~(dy), 
we find, for x ~ B(yi, Rel), 
(1 -2 , / )  f hy,(x,y)i~(dy)<<-dp~r,,(x)<~(l+2~) I hy,(X,y)l~(dy). (3.16') 
We also know that ~b~:~(x) = 1 on K7 except on a polar subset of K ~ (R.M. Herv6 
[9, p. 567]). So for x e K~, except possibly on a polar set, (3.16') remains valid if 
we replace ), by the equilibrium potential associated with K7 for the Greens 
function by,(-,-). We can now apply Lemma 2.1 of Landkof [12], p. 142], which 
implies that (1-2~7)/~(1)~<c7~<(1+2~7)p7(1). Since ~7 was arbitrary, we have 
proved that c7 -/~7(1) and consequently as e --> 0, since (3.3) implies that S(e)c7 is 
bounded, 
S(e)cT- S(e)ftT(1)-> 0. (3.17) 
For e small enough such that B(yi, eR)c~ B(y~_~, eR)= ~, 
supl S( e )@ ) - ( . ,  )cTI 
K~- i  
For eo sufficiently small, g~(., y) converges uniformly on K~"_~ to g, ( . ,  y~) when y 
E 0 tends to y~. The g, (., y), y~ yi, are uniformly bounded on K~-I, L -A  harmonic, 
so equicontinuous, and the identification of the limit comes from the fact that this 
limit is (L -  A ) harmonic positive outside of {y~} and by (3.16) equivalent to by,(., yi) 
near y~, so that one can apply Theorem 4.4 on uniqueness of potentials with point 
support in Boboc and Mustata [2]). This, together with (3.17), implies that the 
previous expression tends to zero when e goes to zero, which proves (3.13). Notice 
that we did not use (3.5), but simply (3.3), to prove (3.13). [] 
We are now going to give an application of Proposition 3.2 to the behaviour of 
the positive measures v~(dt) on [0, +co) defined by 
v,~([O, t]) = S(e)'P~[ T~ ~<'.-~< T,~ <~ t]. (3.18) 
Proposition 3.3. Under (3.3), (3.5), the v~ converge vaguely to the positive measure 
having the distribution function: 
lYe([O" t])=IO<si<...<sn<l ps,(x, Yl)Cl " " • psn-sn_ l (Yn -1 ,  yn)c, dSl • • • dsn. 
(3.19) 
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Proof. Observe that for X>0,  ~e-X'v~(dt)=S(e)"Px[T~<~ ..  .<~ T~<~r], if r is 
exponentially distributed with parameter A, and independent. To prove our claim 
it is enough to prove that the bounded measures e-'v~(dt) converge weakly to the 
bounded measure -'  v(dt). Thus, it suffices, using Proposition 3.2, to check that 
for h~l ,  
I e -~t v(dt) = gx (xlyl)clg~ (y~, y2)c2" "" g,(Y,,-1, yn)c,,, 
and this is immediate from (3.19). [] 
Remark 3.4. This type of result when n = 1, and for Brownian motion in R 3 can be 
found in Papanicolaou and Varadhan [18], for Brownian motion in R d, d >t 2, and 
small spheres in Le Gall [13], and in the case n = 1 and Riemannian discs, and 
Brownian motion on a Riemannian manifold, in Chavel and Feldman [3, 4]. 
We are now going to specify the type of situation where we will apply Proposition 
3.2. The first type of situation is as follows. We pick a fixed compact K of R d and 
define for y ~ R d, 
K ~ (y) = y - eK. (3.20) 
The second type of situation we will be interested in is 
(3.21) K~ (y) is the ball of radius e, in the Riemannian metric associated with a 'J (y). 
Lemma 3.5. Under (3.20), (3.3), and (3.5) are satisfied and the limit function c(y) 
is bounded continuous. For d >1 3 it is the capacity of K with respect o hy(., • ), while 
for d =2 it is zero if K is polar and -rrx/det a(y) otherwise. Under (3.21), (3.3) and 
(3.5) are satisfied and 
(d -2 )  
c(y) - - -  todx/det a(y) for d >I 3 
2 
= ~r~/det a(y) fo rd  =2. 
Proof. Let us start with the case of (3.20). When d >t 3, it is immediate that (3.3) is 
satisfied and c ~ (y) = e a -2 capy (K) where Capy denotes the capacity relative to Greens 
function hy(. , . ) .  Now if K is polar (for A), as already noticed, Capy(K)=-0, or 
else we have (Landkof [12, Chap. II]) 
Capy(K) -~=in f{ I ( l~)=I r×r  hy(x 'x ' )d l~(x)d l~(X' ) ' l '~E~K)  <cx~" 
Here 5tK is the set probability measures with support in K. 
From the Lipschitz continuity of y ~ a(y) we see that for 1 > ~ > O, there exists 
p > 0 such that 
]y - yol <- p implies V/J,~,//d~:, (1 -  71) Iro(i.r ) <~ Iy(iz ) <~ (l + rl ) Iyo(i.t ). 
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This implies that c(y) -~ is continuous, and since it does not vanish it is also 
continuous. 
The boundedness of c(y) has already been noted. So we have our claim, under 
(3.20) when d ~> 3. 
In the case d = 2, if K is polar it is immediate that c----= 0, or else we see that we 
can apply (3.13) (which does not rely on (3.5)), with the process associated with 
t= l  i ~aij(y)Oij (y is fixed). For x # O, we have 
lim (1) (1) I ~-,o Log Ex[exp - T~K ] - h,(x, 0) Log c~ = 0 (3.22) 
(cy is the capacity of eK with respect o hy(-,-)). Let B be a ball of radius R for 
the metric a(y), centered in 0, containing K in its interior. 
The equilibrium potential of eB relative to hy(. , . )  is equal to (hy(-,0)^ 
he(z, O))hy(z, 0) -1, for z any element of O(eB), on which hy(., 0) is constant. 
From this one immediately obtains that 
lim~_,o L°g(1)  Capy(eB)=lim~_,o L°g( l )  hy(z, 0)-1 = ,rrx/det a(y). 
In view of (3.22), in order to prove our claim, it suffices to show that when ~ goes 
to zero, Ex[exp - T~K ] "- Ex[exp - T~8]. Notice that Ex[exp - T~r ] = 
Ex[exp-T,~Ex~B[ex p -T , r ] ]  as soon as e is small. Our claim will follow if we 
show that 
lim suplE.z[exp - T~¢ ] -  11 =0. (3.23) 
e~O ze~B 
By scaling, E,z[eXp --T,K] = Ez[eXp -e2TK], and the functions Ex[eXp -eETr] are 
continuous on aB, and increase to 1 when e goes to zero, since the process is 
recurrent and K not polar. Now Dini's theorem yields (3.23). Let us now study the 
situation corresponding to (3.21). Let d ( . , - )  be the Riemannian distance 
f{Io d(x, x') =in ['u'(s)~(u(s))u'(s)] 1/2ds, u piecewise 
C',  [0, 1]~R a, u(0)= x, u(1)= x'~. 
This Lipschitz property of a (.) implies that if we consider Yo, given 0 < ,1 < ½, there 
exists po> 0, such that, for any u which remains in B(yo, po) (ball associated with 
the metric a(yo)), 
( l -n )  ['u'(s)a(yo)U'(S)] 1/2 ds 
[ 'u'(s)o,(u(s))u'(s)] '/2 ds 
<~(l+lq) ['u'(s)a(yo)u'(s)]'/2ds. 
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This implies that for p < po/2(1-  B), 
B Yo, 1 +,1 
(for the inclusion on the right in (3.24), one uses the fact that any path which starts 
at Yo and reaches some point ~B(yo, Po), has a Riemannian length superior to 
po(1- ~7), so that for y ~ Bd(yo, P), the paths approximating the distance d(yo, y) 
remain in B(yo, p)). Now (3.24) implies that: 
e ~<lim S(e)%o~< lim S(e)cy olim S(e) capy o B Yo, 1 + ~o 
e~0 e-*0 
Since ~7 is arbitrary, we find that 
C(yo) ='tr~/det a(yo), d = 2, 
<~ lim~_,o S(e) capy o B Yo, 1 - " 
(n -2 )  
C(yo) - - -  tOd~/det a(yo), d >I 3. 
2 
Thus, (3.3) comes from the comparison of d ( . , .  ) with the Euclidean distance 
(bounded property of a and a), and the continuity of c(.)) and its boundedness i  
immediate. [] 
Remark 3.6. An argument similar to the one presented here when d = 2, in the case 
of (3.20), can be found in Le Gall [14]. 
4. Applications to the Wiener sausage 
We consider in this part the Wiener sausage 
Wo.s,, = {yeR d, V.u e[s, t], X= e Ko(y)} (4.1) 
with 0< p ~ 1, 0~ < s<~ t, and Kp(y) defined as in (3.20), or (3.21). When s = 0, we 
will write instead Wp.t, for simplicity. In the case of (3.20), Wp, s.t = [..J~,~=~t X= + pK, 
and in the case of (3.21), Wp,~.t = ~.J,~=,~, Ba (X,, p), d being the Riemannian distance 
associated with a(-) .  We are now going to consider a measure tt on ~d, and we 
will suppose either that 
(4.2) /z(dy)= V(y) dy, V>~ 0 a bounded measurable function, 
or we will suppose that 
(4.3) a~ (resp. bi) are bounded Lipschitz functions together with their first two 
derivatives (resp. with their first derivatives). 
We will denote by ;to I> 1 a positive number such that 
1 2 
- (~ ija U - Xo). L* Ao=~auOu+[Ojaj_b~]igi + 1 2 
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The formal adjoint of L - ) to ,  has a zero order coefficient ½a~a o -)to ~< -1. It is known 
(see Miranda [15, p. 72]) that g*(x, y) = gx(y, x), )t >t )to. 
In this setting we suppose that 
fxo(2) . /~  is bounded. (4.4) 
(We write in this section fxo(" ) for fxo(I" I))- 
Remark 4.1. (1) Since f~o(lx -Yl) g o( x, Y), Greens function of Brownian motion, 
the restriction of/z to compact sets has finite energy so that it does not charge polar 
sets. Moreover (4.3) insures that we can apply the results of Blumenthal and Getoor 
[1, Chapter VII. By Proposition (4.10) of this reference, we see that every semipolar 
set is polar and we can associate with g(dy)  a continuous additive functional A~ 
such that 
for A >I Ao gx(x, y)/x(dy) = Ex e -~  dA~ . (4.5) 
In order to unify the notation, under (4.2) we will denote by A, ~ the continuous 
additive functional Sto V(Xs) ds. 
(2) When one picks tz(dy)=~/det(a(y))dy,  and when c(y) is the function of 
Lemma 3.5 corresponding to the Riemannian ball case, 
fo :C(Xs) dA~ = xrt, d = 2, 
--(d--2----------)codt , d>~3. (4.6) 
2 
(see also Chavel and Feldman [4, 5]). [] 
Our main result is: 
Theorem 4.2. (1) Under (4.2),for any A> O, there exists co(R, M, A, II vIl ) such that 
sup E, , [expAS(e) lz(W, . t ) ]<~C(t ,M,R,R,A,  IIVIIoo) <°°. (4.7) 
xERd, e~g£O 
(2) Suppose (4.2) or (4.3) and (4.4) together with the fact that Gxo(C.tZ) is 
continuous (which is automatic under (4.2)) 
for any p >>- 1, 
T>0,  l imEx[  sup 
~-,0 LO~s~t~T 
PJ 
S(e)tz(W~,s,t)- c(Xs)dA~ =0. (4.8) 
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Proof. Let us start with (4.7). We have 
Ex[exp{AS(e)/z(W~.,)}] 
A" I 
= E s(e)" 
n~0 n [ 
V(y~) . . . V (y . )  dy~ . . . dy.  Ex[{ T~<~ t} n . . . 
e-ao(~++~ ) dA~" • • dAlai 
e-~o', dA~. 
p--I 
x( I  ° e-Xo(~+'"+s~-2) dA~, - . .  dA.._2)dA~._,]. 
~'"~$p- -2~Spx l  
But, the optional projection of L~_, e-a°~ dA~. is equal to e-Xo~.-,(GXo/z)(X~_,), and 
by (4.4) this is a quantity bounded by some constant K. So 
AS1 " 
<- ' -<sp- i  
Ex I(Io e-X°s dA ) p ] 
=ptEx[I?e-X° -'( 
where T~ stands for Tr,(y,) 
<~ Y~ A"S(e) "  f V (y l ) " "  V (y , )dy l ' "dy ,  Ex[T~<~'"<-T~<-t ] .  
n~O J 
Now by (3.8), we can  find Xo(M, R, A, IL vlloo), C(M, R), co(M, ~ A, II vile), such 
that 
sup S(e) Ex[TI  ~ <~ T~ <~ t] <~ C"fao " " " fXo y ' -  Y" 
e~g 0 
and Sf;,o(X/2) dx  ~ 1/2A11V[[ooC. Consequently, for e <~ eo we have 
Ex[ exp{ aS(  e ) l~ ( W.., ) } ] <- 2 exp{ tAo( M, R, A, II vlloo)}. 
Let us now prove (4.8). Observe first that, for any p >I 1, 
Ex[(A~-)P]<oo and sup Ex[ (S (e ) tz (W. . r ) )P ]<oo.  
x ,e ,~ l  
Indeed, pick Ao~ 1, as in (4.3). In the case of situation (4.3) and (4.4), we have 
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by induction. This yields the first assertion. For the second assertion one simply 
applies the same method as in the proof of (4.7), and one now uses (3.7) instead 
of (3.9), together with the fact that fxo */z is bounded. 
Let us now check that to prove (4.8) it is sufficient o prove that, for fixed s < t, 
[( I Y] l imEx S(e)lz(W~,,t)- c(X,,)dA~ =0. (4.9) E.~. 0 • 
Observe that by what we just proved the random variables inside the expectation 
sign in (4.8) are uniformly integrable. Thus (see Neveu [16, p. 55]) it is enough to 
prove (4.8) with p = 2. 
Now pick any ~1 and ~' with 0 < 77 < 1, 0 < 71'< 1. Since the map 0~ t ~< T-* 
t ~o c(X,,) dA~ is continuous, we can find N i> 0 such that the set D,,N where 
sup c(X,,) dA~ ~ rl 
O~k~g N-1  \ d kT /  N 
has a measure superior to 1 -7?'. 
Let us now introduce the convention that, whenever s> t, ~(W~,~.,) =-tz(W~.t.,) 
and ~'~ c(Xo)da~=-J7 c(Xo)daL and let us denote by r the smallest kT/N 
superior to t and by _t the largest kT /N  inferior to t. We always have 
f: fs fs c(X,, ) dA~ <~ c(X,, ) dA~ <~ c(X,, ) dA~ 
and 
s(  ~ )~( w,.,~) <~ s( e )~ ( w,.s.,) ~ s(  E )~ ( w,.,.3. 
This insures that on Dn.N we have, for 0 ~ s <~ t~ T, 
S(e)~(W..,._,)- c(X.)dAX-2n~S(~)~(W~.s.,)- c(X.)dA~ 
f ~S(e)~(W~.~.3- c(X.)dA~+2rl. 
Now if (4.9) is satisfied, and applied to any pair (kr/N, k ' r /N) ,  we see that 
[ ( I limEx~_~o 10.,~. o~sup r S(e)p.(W~.s,,)- 
Now if K is a bound on the fourth moment of: 
s(e)~(w~.T)+ c(X~)dAL 
we see that 
e-*O LO~s~t~TI  
12)] c(X,,) dA~ <-16r/2. 
I f  c(X,,)dA~l 2] <~ 16~2+x/-~,cr-K. 
(4.10) 
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Since 7/, 7/' were arbitrary we obtain (4.8). Thus it remains to prove (4.9). By the 
Markov property we see that the quantity in (4.9) is equal to 
In view of the bounds we have obtained, we see that by dominated convergence it 
is enough to check (4.9), with s = 0. Thus we wish to prove 
lim E.~[S(e)21~( W~,,)2]= E~ c(X~) dAX , (4.11) 
e"-~'O 
l imE~ S(e)l.~(W~t) c(X.,)dA~ =Ex c(X.,)dA~ . 
E..~ 0 
(4.12) 
But, 
[Io ] c(Xu) dA~ =2Ex c(X,)c(Xv) dA~ dA~ 
= 2Gx ( cl.t( Gxctz ) )(x). 
Let us check (4.11): 
Ex[S(e)21~( W~.,)2] =j d/~(dyl) dtz(y2)S(e)2px[{ T~ <~ t}c~ {T~ <~ t}], 
A 
tt being diffuse (by (4.4)), for/z ®/~ a.e. (Yl, Y2) for e small enough and K~(yl)¢~ 
K'(y2) = O. Moreover the bound (3.7) and the fact that 
fxo(X2Yl)fxo(Y'~2Y2) +r fx-y2~r fy2-ylJxo\-'~/J~o\  ) 
is/~ ® Ix is integrable, imply that we can use dominated convergence. Consequently, 
for e small, 
S(e)2px[{ T~ <~ t} 0 { T~ <~ t}] = S(e)2(Px[ T~ <~ T~ ~< t]+ Px[ T~ <~ T~ <~ t]) 
which converges by Proposition 3.3 to 
fo c(yl)c(y2)(P"(x'yl)Pv-u(Yl"Y2)+P"(x'y2)Pv-"(Y2'Yl))dudv" 
<u<v<t  
The integral of this last term with respect o/z  ®/z is precisely 
Ex[(Io c(Xs) dA')2] • 
This is checked by replacing t by an exponentially distributed independent variable 
~- with parameter it >t ;to as in Proposition 3.3 so this proves (4.11). Let us now prove 
(4.12). Observe that E~[S(e)l~(W~,,)Jtoc(Xu)dA~] is increasing in t, as is 
Ex[(Jo' c(Xu) dA.,/~)2], which is also continuous in t. So again, as in Proposition 3.3, 
we simply have to check (5.12) with t replaced by an exponential independent 
random variable ~" of parameter it I> ito. 
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On the other hand, 
=S(e) flz(dy)(Ex[exp{-AT'}f:" 
Ex [exp(- ;t T'}ax (cl~)(XT • )]) + 
where T ~ = TK-(y). 
c(Xu ) dA~ ] 
(4.13) 
is bounded by 
const. E~ e Jxo~ ?- ]c(X.,)dA: , 
e-XUS(e)¢Xr.(r)(X,,)c(X,,) dA~]  [IT. 
Consider the second term on the right hand side of (4.13). We know that G~o(cp.) 
is continuous and bounded, and the resolvent equation (Blumenthal and Getoor 
[1, p. 254]) implies that the same is true for a ~> ;to. Consequently, we see that 
S(e)Ex[exp{-;tT~}G~,(cp.)(Xr,))] converges when e goes to 0 to 
c(y)ga(x, y)G~,(ctz)(y). Using dominated convergence, we find that for e going to 
0, the second term on the right hand side of (4.13) converges to Ga(cgG(c~))(x). 
Let us study the first term on the right hand side of (4.13). Observe that the 
optional projection ofexp -AT  ~ l(u < T ~) is given by exp -;tu¢~r,cy)(X,,)l(u < T~), 
that the expression we study in fact equals 
f l~(dy)S(e)Ex[I:'e-A" Cxr,(y)(X~,)c(X,,)da~] 
= f G~(S(e)cCXr'(y)l~)(Y)l~(dY) 
- f  l~(dy)S(e)E,,[fr~e-~" ~b~r.(y)c(X,,)da~]. (4.14) 
Now x G~,(S(e)cckr'(y)l~) is bounded by 
z - -y  
which is ~(dy) integrable, and for ~-almost every y converges to 
f ~(dz)g~(x, z)g.(z, y)c(z)c(y). 
Consequently, the first term of (4.14) converges to GA(c~G.(c~))(x). Observe that 
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which is /.~(dy) integrable as we have seen, and since Ty goes to infinity when e 
goes to zero as soon as y # x, we see that 
Ex e-~'~S(e)chXr~y)(Xu)c(X~) dA  
T E 
goes to zero for m almost every y. This implies that the second term of (4.14) 
converges to zero, so that 
lim S(e)lx(dy)Ex exp-AT  ~ c(Xo) dA"~ =2G, cl~G,(cjx)(x). 
~--'~0 
Thus we have (4.12) and this finishes the proof of Theorem 4.2. [] 
(4.15) 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that X and Y are independent processes, each satisfying the 
assumptions of section 2. I f  tz is of type (4.2), and also (4.3) if tz is as in (4.3) and 
(4.4), then for x, y ~ R d, T > O, 
lim Ex, y[(S(e)lx(W~,7-(X)~ W~,T(Y))P]=O, for p>~ 1. 
e--~O 
(4.16) 
Proof. Since (S(e)I~(W~,r(X)) p are uniformly integrable (no assumption on the 
continuity of the potential of Iz is needed), it is enough to check that 
lim Ex, y[S(e)tz(W~,r(X)c~ W~,r(Y))] = 0. 
~--*0 
But, the quantity under the limit sign is equal to 
S(e) f tx(dz)Ex[T~(X)<~t]Ey[T~(Y)<-t] 
Now for z ¢ y, Ey[T~(Y) ~ t] goes to zero, by dominated convergence, and we have 
the result. [] 
Let us give an example of a measure /z satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) together with 
the continuity assumption on the potential (as in Theorem 4.2). 
Example 4.4. Take /x(dy)= V(y)A(dy) where A(dy) is lebesgue measure on the 
hyperplane H orthogonal to el, and (e~) denotes the canonical basis of R d. 
From Section 2 we know that 
f~(x-y)<~C exp{-C' lx-y[}[x-y[  2-d, d>~3, 
( 1) 
~< C exp{-C ' lx -  y[} 1 + Log + ix y-----] , d = 2. 
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From these bounds it is immediate that (4.4) holds. One also gets immediately the 
continuity of G~/z (.) outside H. At a point x0 ~ H it is obtained by writing: 
fa g~ (x, y) V(y)A(dy) G~,~(x) = d-'\8~,~, ) 
fa g~ (x, y) V(y)A(dy), 
+ a_t B(.x.o,.~) 
and noticing that the second integral is bounded by const.II vll ,7 for d I>3, and 
const.II vlloo Log r dr for d = 2. The first integral, using the domination byfx (x - y), 
is clearly continuous at Xo, and this yields the asserted continuity. 
Moreover, by approximation and the density formula for local times, one has the 
(classical) fact that .lta~'~)= L°(X1)t, the local in zero of X 1. Since H has zero 
potential, the symmetric time coincides with (L°+(Xa), and L°-(X~),). This implies 
t 
that for/z = V. ;t, A~ = Jo V(X,) dL°(X~),. We now give a classical type of applica- 
tion of results like Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3, to the study of the limiting 
behaviour of a process absorbed at randomly thrown small sets (see Kac [11], 
Hruslov and Marchenko [10], Rauch and Taylor [ 19], Papanicolaou and Varadhan 
[18], Ozawa [17], Chavel and Feldman [3, 4], Simon [20]. The application is in the 
spit of that given in Weinryb [25]. 
We consider, on R a, a probability ~ either of type (4.2), or satisfying (4.4), under 
the additional assumption (4.3). We consider N independently/z-distributed ran om 
variables v~,...,vN, and we suppose we are given small absorbing sets 
K~(v~) .. • K'(vN) as in (3.20) or (3.21), where e is related to N by 
S(e)=N. (4.17) 
We will denote by ON the probability/~®N on (R d, B(Ra)) ®N and by v the N-tuple 
(v~,. . . ,  v,). We will also assume that Gxo(ClZ) is continuous. The absorbing time 
of the process X.(w) is now 
T(oJ, v)= inf{s/>0, 3i ~ [ 1, N], X~(w) e K'(v~)}. (4.18) 
Corollary 4.5. For x ~ R d, f e bB(c(R+, Rd)), t ~> 0, 
limo EoN [ ( E~ [ ( l( T> t) -exp- f [ c(Xs) dA~)f( X) ]) 2] =0].  (4.19) 
Proof. We simply have to check that, for 3~ an independent copy of X, 
lira EoN[Ex[( I( T> t)- M,)f(X)]Ex[MJ(X)]]=O, (4.20) 
N-~oo 
lim EoN[E~,x[(I(T> t ) l ( ] '>  t)-MJ~lt)f(X)f(X)]]=O (4.21) 
N-~oo 
t 
where Mt = exp{-S0 c(Xs) dA~}. 
The result (4.20) is readily obtained by observing that the expression studied equals 
Ex[(1 - It(W~,,)) N - Mt)f(X)]E~[ Mtf(X) ] 
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together with the fact that N/z (W,,,) converges in L p to ~'o c(X,) dA~. The expression 
in (5.21) equals 
E~,x[((1-tz( W~.,(X)u W~,t(ff)))N- MtlVlt)f(X)f(ff)]. 
We now apply Corollary 3.3, so that N/x(W,.,(X) w W~.,(X)) converges in every L p 
to ~'o c(Xs)da~ +~'o c(.~s)d,4~ from which (4.21) follows easily. [] 
Remark 4.6. The case/z(dy) = V(y) dy, with V(. ) ~ Cb(•d). If we look for v ~ (~d)N 
at the law ~ of (X(-) ,  T(. ,  v)) on C(R+, R d) x [0, +oo] under Px, then one has 
easily the fact that the laws ON of the 2t. N (which are random variable valued in 
the set of probability measures on C x R+) are tight (see Sznitman [23, Lemma 3.2]) 
and (4.19) implies (one uses here V~ Cb(Rd)) that any limit point t~oo is the Dirac 
mass on m, the probability measure on C x R÷ for which X is Px distributed, and 
t 
conditionally on X, m( T> t /X)  = exp -~o c(Xs) V(Xs) ds. As a result, when N goes 
to infinity, the random measures ~t~ concentrate their mass (in the weak topology 
sense) on the measure m on C x R÷ that we have just decribed. [] 
5. Some exponential estimates for the Wiener sausage 
Theorem 4.2 does not give information on such questions as whether the volume 
of WI,,(X) = l--Jo~s,, B(X ,  R) has every exponential moment finite. It is the goal 
of this section to study this question. 
We consider here a filtered probability space (12, F, (F,),~o, P) (the filtration 
(Ft),~o, is right continuous and each Ft contains the P-negligible sets of F which 
is complete). We suppose that our probability space is endowed with a d-dimensional 
F,-Brownian motion (B,),~0. We also suppose we are given optional processes 
cr~j(s, to), hi(s, to), i,j~ [1, N], bounded by M, and in this section we set, for some 
Fo-measurable Ra-valued Xo, 
Xo=Xo + or(s, to) dBs + b(s, to) ds. (5.1) 
We are going to study the existence of exponential moments for WI,,(X)= 
l..Jo, s~, B(Xs, R). To this end, let us define 
To=O, T =inf{s O, IXs-Xol R},..., Tn+ 1 
= inf{s >/T,, IXs+r. -Xr . I  I> R}, (5.2) 
with Tk = oo as soon as one of the sets which appear for an index inferior to k is empty. 
f 
,\ 
Lemma 5.1. For any B > O, there exist )to(B, R, M) such that for every n, 
on {T. <oo}, E [exp-ho(T .+, -  Tn) /FT . ]~B -1. (5.3) 
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Proof. If P(T. < oo)= 0 there is nothing to prove. Elsewhere by considering the 
restricted space O c~ { T. < oo} endowed with G, = Fr.+, n { T. < oo}, the probability 
[1/P( T. < ~) ]P( .  ), the G,-Brownian motion B,+r. - Br., the G,-optional processes 
tr( T. + u, to), b( T. + u, to), and studying Xr.+., we see that it can be supposed that 
n = 0. Now we see that for A t> 0 we have: 
E[exp -A T~/ Fo] <~ E [exp{-A T~} I ( Ta >~ 
+ E [exp{-AT~}l ( Ta < R E (5.4) 
t Notice that on {T1 < R/2vrdM} each of the Jo bis ds, t<. 7"1, are less than R/2x/d, 
so that there exists an i such that T~ I> ~'i = inf{s 1> 0, IM',I >>- R/2x/-d}, if M] = 
~'o '~ dB~. Thus, 
E exp-XT,1 T, <2x/-dM Fo <~ ~. [exp-X%/Fo]. 
i= l  
Now, dropping the index i, we have using exponential martingales: 
so that 
(5.5) 
E[exp-Az/Fo]<~E[exp{-AK(M).~}l(z<oo)/F~]<~ ch dM 
using (5.5) with a = ~ and K = (dM2) -1 together with the definition of ~. So 
we see that 
E [exp -X Td Fo] exp -X 2v~M t- d 
-1  
which implies Lemma 5.1. [] 
Proposition 5.2. We have, for A > 0, 
E[exp AIWR, rI]<~ C(A, M, R, T) < oo. 
Proof. We see that W~T c U NTkffio B(Xr~, 2R), if NT is defined by 
{Nr=n}={T. <~ T< T.+,}. (5.7) 
So we see that exp A[ WR.T[ <~ exp AVd2dRd(NT + 1), where Vd is the volume of the 
unit ball in R d. 
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Now introduce z, an exponential random variable, independent, with parameter 
)to determined in (5.3) by choosing B = 2 exp{Ave2dRd}. Define N, analogously to 
Nr by (5.7). Then, one has: 
P[Nr = n] ~< e x°r E [exp-AoT . ]  
eXo t 
E[exp  -AoT.-1] 
B 
<~ eXo T B-n  
So we see that 
E[exp AIW~I]~<e ~or E 
n~O 
(by Lemma (5.3)) 
(by induction). 
exp{Avd2dRe(n + 1)}B-" 
= 2 exp{AoT+ AVd2dR a} < oO 
which proves our claim. [] 
An immediate consequence of the situation of Section 4 is 
Corollary 5.3. Suppose X is given as in Section 4 and I-~ (dy) = V(y) dy with Vbounded. 
Then, for a > O, 
sup Ex[eXp AS(e)~(W~,,)] <~ C(t, M, R, A, II vii=)< oo. 
xERd, e~l 
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